St Leo School
PTO Meeting
October 13, 2016

1. Recap from Fall festival
a. Still waiting to hear back from food trucks $$
b. Good feedback for musician
2. Waiting on school calendar to be set for next year so there isn’t a
conflict for FF with other school activities ( PESCA tournament)
3. Next year need a VOL Spot for pre/ post set up that way it’s not only
PTO cleaning and we won’t have to pay for outside cleanup
4. Tammy will look into the EYE WASH station and the SHARPS
containers. Checking for options and prices.
5. Discussion of STEM conference. Paying for 2 teachers to attend and
overnight stay for both (Charlotte).
6. National Council of Mathematics Conference: Mr. Mors would like to
join. $100 to attend conference and $60 joining fee ( request for PTO to
approve funds)
7. Upcoming “Spirit Nights”
- Which WHich 10/13
- 5 Guys (Hanes Mall)
- 5*below
- PDQ- Nov 17- Will look into chipotle and BRYNS yogurt
8. School is in need of a sign or banner for activities- we will see if any
SLS families have business that we can purchase from.
9. Jackie Fox- Holy Family consignment sale -$10.50 profit

10. Adding a summer sale to our school calendar for uniforms ( so parents
can order what they can’t find at the sale)
11. Looking into changing the “Start “ day for SLS. possibly no longer a
staggered start. This causes a record keeping issue with 2 start days on
the calendar.
12. Possibly adding a Kona “Spirit Day” during catholic schools week for
the students( during the day/afternoon)
13. Upcoming “Coffee for Teachers” in December
a. Teachers will receive a monetary gift for classroom replenishment
i. This will be scheduled close to Christmas Break

14. Possible future fundraisers,
- Shine n Go car wash books
- Deweys

